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Foreword by the Leader of the Council and Chief Executive
To help us shape our services and prepare for future changes we are
pleased to present the new Our People and Workforce Strategy 20192022 which replaces the Our People Strategy 2016-18.
The Strategy aims to address the challenges being faced by providing a coherent and
consistent approach to ensuring a skilled, flexible, high performing, motivated, and well
managed workforce. Our employees are our greatest asset and the strategy sets out how
the Council and its workforce will continue to work together to respond to the challenges
we face in achieving our vision.
Many factors, such as new digital technology, legislation, and the need to make the best
use of resources are changing the way we work. As we strive for continuous improvement
and efficiencies we have to think about smarter ways of working to ensure we deliver
excellent services to our customers.
Our People and Workforce Strategy sets out our ambitions and strategic direction for
transforming our workforce and is aligned with our City Plan and the Council Plan and with
our corporate strategies to ensure a consistent and integrated approach. It is built around 4
key themes: Equality, Diversity and Fairness, Enhancing Leadership, Managing Our People
and Developing Our People to enable them to be productive and make the most of their
skills and experience.
We are committed to this revised Our People and Workforce Strategy and to working
together to make Dundee City Council an employer of choice, a city leader, provide a
positive working environment where we can do our jobs well and make a difference to the
people of Dundee

Cllr John Alexander
Leader of Dundee City Council

David Martin
Chief Executive
Dundee City Council
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Introduction

1

Dundee City Council values its people and seeks to continue to be an
employer of choice within the City.
This overarching Our People & Workforce Strategy seeks to recognise that our People are our
most valuable asset. It helps us identify our strengths in how we manage our workforce and
address gaps as we work towards modernising our services to ensure we can meet the financial,
workforce and demographic challenges ahead. Having a terms and conditions package that is
generous, harmonised and represents fairness and equality across the diverse employee groups
we employ, together with an improved employee benefits package is also vital to our holistic
approach.
As we set out Our People & Workforce Strategy for the period 2019 through to 2022 and beyond,
our reliance on our workforce will be significant to deliver on some of the challenges ahead.
Our people will need to be highly flexible, forward looking and adaptive to traditional roles and
professional boundaries. We recognise that the expertise, energy and creativity of our employees
will also be essential to our success in pursuing our future ambitious and wide-ranging agenda.
To give children the best start in life, to reduce the inequalities that people face in Dundee,
to continue to focus on the integration of health and social care services, the early years
expansion as we strive for increased early intervention practices supporting our families. We
need to develop our economy, create jobs and ensure environmental sustainability, whilst
making optimal use of limited resources; we will need to equip our workforce with increasingly
sophisticated skills. To deliver better outcomes, we will continue to engage fully with our people
in order to harness and sustain new and innovative ways of working.
Central to the strategy is to link our workforce
planning to our financial strategy, develop modern
family friendly and flexible working approaches, an
equitable terms and conditions of service package,
promote healthy and safe working lives for our
current and future employees, continue to revisit
and emphasise the substantial employee benefits
that we offer as an employer and invest in the
right learning and development opportunities to
nurture the talent throughout our Council. We
will lead, develop and manage our people to
enhance our overall performance working within
an ethos of a ‘Learning Organisation’. We will also
integrate and embed continuous improvement
and service design techniques into individual,
team and service development to ensure that
we are working across all services consistently,
to build resilience, teamwork and share good
practice, within and across service boundaries
and beyond to our partners.

4
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Purpose

The purpose of Our People and Workforce Strategy is to ensure that Dundee
City Council has a workforce that delivers positive outcomes for people in
Dundee.
It sets out our approach to supporting and developing our workforce now and in the future and is
underpinned by the Council’s Values and Vision for our employees. It is also underpinned by the
strategic themes outlined in the City Plan.

Fair Work and Enterprise			

Children and Families

Health, Care and Wellbeing			

Community Safety and Justice

Building Stronger Communities

and the values of the Council as outlined in the Council Plan -

P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•

We are ambitious for our city
We are proud of our city
We keep Dundee working
We promote fairness
We believe in public service
We keep people safe and healthy
We are innovative
We include and engage with people
We listen and learn
We make a difference
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Purpose

The Strategy supported by a Workforce Plan
will ensure that we have the right people, in the
right place, at the right time and who have the right
skills, knowledge and attitudes to provide services
confidently, competently and in partnership.

P

P

P

Specifically it will:

P•
P•
P•
P•
P•
P•

Provide the foundations for the organisational culture we need to sustain;
Give clarity to our people and future employees on our Council’s commitment to them and
its expectations of them;
Ensure our people priorities are aligned with the policy direction, financial planning, the
City and Council Plans and our change programmes;
Support leaders and managers to give clear direction to our employees and contribute to
the success of the business of our Council;
Deliver a framework for personal development and career progression;
Reward our employees fairly for the work they do.

Vitally, we need to value and develop our workforce in the same way as we have committed to
our City. It is our workforce together with our partners, who are tasked with delivering on the
overarching City strategic commitments.

6
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Trends and Drivers
There are a wide range of internal and external factors that impact on how
we plan for our workforce.

These include public sector reform, a complex legislative and policy framework, increasing public
and political expectations, social and demographic influences, e.g. the health improvement
agenda both for the workforce and the population of the city; the financial challenges facing the
City and public sector services, including the modernisation of traditional terms and conditions
of employment and the advance of technology. Attracting and retaining top talent to the
Council workforce is paramount to our future success and the skills and behaviours required
are evolving, requiring a mind-set that embraces flexibility, distributed leadership, partnership
working, problem solving, creative thinking, being change agents while also having in-built
resilience. We will need to support and redesign our approaches to how we employ, deploy,
engage, develop and empower our people to respond to these factors.
Current research identifies that nothing has a bigger influence on the quality of service
delivery and overall impact, than the culture and the practices of the workforce. The Council’s
Our People and Workforce Strategy is the formal mechanism to define current and future
workforce requirements which supports the delivery and transformation of services with people
development and change management initiatives to inform and change our future workforce
profile.

embraces flexibility

being change agents

problem solving

creative thinking

partnership working

distributed leadership
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Our Population
and Employability Practices

4

An understanding of our operating context and our population is fundamental to any future
workforce planning. The most recent estimate of Dundee’s population is 148,750 (NRS 2018 Midyear population estimate). Dundee has a sizeable student population of approximately 20,000,
and is home to the University of Dundee, Abertay University and Dundee and Angus College.
The age group with the largest proportion of the current population in Dundee is the 25 to 44 age
group. When compared to the average for Scotland, Dundee City has a larger share of people
who are aged 18-30 and those who are in the very elderly age brackets, aged 85 plus. While
many of the priorities set out by the Council and its partners will benefit the whole population,
there are distinct challenges faced by younger people and the very elderly. This will impact
significantly on both demand for our Council services and potential labour supply from within our
local communities, particularly in the direct care sector.
Our maturing Health and Social Care Partnership and the Children and Families Service are
focussed on ensuring their workforces are engaged and equipped to embrace the opportunities
and challenges ahead but there are workforce supply and demand pressures in both areas e.g.
social care for the care of our older population and in early years. The political focus on the
expansion of nursery education and care are specific examples where demand outstrips supply
for both the Council, voluntary sector and private providers. The impact of Brexit may also create
further challenges in these areas as less EU citizens come to the UK to seek employment.
We are working closely in partnership with NHS Tayside and educational establishments on
how we make a job and career in social care more attractive and develop this into an enhanced
academy model with a career structure. For early years, working closely with Dundee and Angus
College, a framework is now in place from undertaking foundation apprenticeships through to
the development of managerial roles. The next steps are to encourage more uptake from our
population into these areas of work. However, with both social care and early years, it is often
the case that employers across the Tayside area are ‘fishing in the same pool’ with insufficient
supply to meet the demands of both.
In Dundee, 28.6% of the population live within a data zone which is ranked within the 15% most
deprived in Scotland. Of those who live within these areas, 65% are of working age. 35% of
children in Dundee live within one of the 15% most deprived data zones.

8
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Our Population and Employability Practices
Increasing customer expectations and complex needs have resulted in our services adopting more
customer and personalised approaches which will increasingly be co-produced in partnership
with individuals within our communities. These new approaches will need to be reflected in how
we deploy and develop our employees following the redesign of services to improve choice and
opportunity for people in Dundee in the coming years.
Supporting workless people to progress into employment is a key strategic priority for the City
Council and investment is made by the council at every stage of the employability skills pipeline
to progress people into or back into work. Unemployment levels, however, remain above average
and levels of the proportion of the population that are in employment is below average. The
citywide Employability Partnership is progressing an improvement plan to improve outcomes
across all partners that contribute to the employability landscape in the city. Our Employability
Model in Dundee will continue to evolve and change to provide targeted support to people who
are not in work, including those with convictions and those who have been care experienced, to be
competitive in the labour market. A current and specific example is a pilot project we are engaged
in with Community Justice Scotland, seeking to work with employability partners to encourage
those with convictions into work.
Our Council takes a lead role to facilitate the aspirations of individuals to successfully compete for
jobs and benefit from the growing economic growth of our city. We support Dundee Partnership’s
Employer Engagement Group. We are also involved in the Regional Developing the Young Workforce
Group so that employers can help shape and provide opportunities for young people. We also
support PACE initiatives within the City focussing on identifying job opportunities for those
impacted by redundancy and organise and participate in Employment Events, highlighting the city
wide jobs on offer while promoting Dundee City Council and the opportunities it offers.
Officers, partners and local employers have worked with the Living Wage
Scotland team and Dundee is the first Living Wage City in the UK. The number
of accredited employers based or headquartered in Dundee now stands at 51.
The Council has also adopted a Fair Work Charter and a Construction Charter.
As a Council, we have had apprenticeship programmes in place in the
traditional trade professions for a number of years. The establishment of
Modern Apprenticeship and Graduate programmes has been expanded
to provide greater opportunities into wider work arenas within, and external to our Council for
young people. It is vital that these opportunities are extended to offer more work experience and
volunteering opportunities, to help encourage our potential future workforce to see and value the
Council as an employer of choice.
A combination of the development of Dundee’s offshore
wind and decommissioning industries progression, the
regional STEM Hub and the Tay Cities Deal provides a strong
foundation for confidence in the ambitious jobs growth
targets in the plan. The recent Michelin closure provided
an ideal opportunity to influence, together with partners in
Scottish Government and within the Dundee Partnership
working with Michelin, on how it is possible to transform a
site marked for closure into something new with a long term
future with job opportunities.
These approaches show how we link to the City and Council Plans.
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Our Current Workforce

5

The budget for the Council’s workforce for 2019/20 is £240m, which
accounts for 41% of our overall net budget of £354m. As at 31 march 2019,
we have 6935 job roles across 7 service areas.

Dundee City Council employed 6935 staff as at 31 March 2019 across 7 service areas as detailed
below:-

Many of our employees (35.52%) work part-time, giving us a workforce total of 5945 FTE
(full-time equivalents). Some of our workforce have more than one part-time contract, and
we have a strong cohort of supply workers and casual workers. These working arrangements
bring flexibility and help us to respond to changes, meet statutory requirements and demands.
A large proportion of our workforce (91.94%) has a permanent contract with 8.06% of our
workforce having a temporary contract. The majority of our temporary workforce are linked to
fixed or ring-fenced funding initiatives with their status regularly monitored to ensure fairness
and appropriate contractual documentation. Our turnover is 8%. The increased use of ringfenced funding within early years and for health and social care maintains our current workforce
numbers within our Health and Social Care Partnership and Children and Families Service, with
workforce reductions spread over the other services areas.

Our people Headcount in the last 5 years

10

Year

Number of Employees

Full-time Equivalent

2015

7042

6129

2016

6973

6081

2017

6920

6023

2018

6913

6004

2019

6797

5945
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Our Current Workforce

68.32% of our workforce is female which is typical of the public sector. The largest percentage
of the female workforce (57.20%) is in Children & Families and in particular Education and the
least percentage of female workforce (0.13%) is in the Environment and Construction service
areas. These are areas where occupational segregation is typical and therefore a greater focus is
required as part of our developing the young workforce and employability initiatives to start to
redress this and achieve an improved gender balance. We continue to have more males (48) than
females (31) in Senior Management roles in our organisation. This too is typical of the public
sector.
2.48% of our workforce has disclosed a disability. This
rate of disclosure while remaining low, has increased
slightly over the last 2 years with the disclosure in
2017 at 2.09% and 2016 at 1.85%. This disclosure
is significantly lower than the Census information
for Disclosure of Disability for Dundee (31.27%). We
are signatories of the ‘Disability Confident’ scheme
which sets out our commitment to the recruitment,
development, support and retention of disabled people.
79.02% of our workforce is White Scottish. 3.82% of our workforce has disclosed they are from
a Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) background, whereas the composition of Dundee’s BME
population is recorded as 11.14%. There has however been an increase in employees from a BME
background from 2017 (3.22%).
Following the introduction of the pre-employment new start process, new employees can now
enter their equality information directly into Resourcelink (HR/Payroll System) using ‘MyView’.
This has resulted in improved disclosure rates. We will continue to promote the MyView facility
and encourage our workforce to disclose the equalities information we require.

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022
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Our Current Workforce

Developing the Young Workforce
The average age of our workforce is 45.16 years old. 5.03% of our workforce is under the age
of 25, and 8.38% is over the age of 60. The Council has invested considerably in our younger
workforce and has created opportunities, work placements and training for graduates and
apprentices, both in the Council and across Dundee and with our partners across Tayside. Our
Youth Employability Service works with young people (up to age 24 and up to age 29 if care
experienced) to support them into work, training or further/higher education. The service
provided the following opportunities in the last year to support the development of the young
workforce. The collaborative EmployabiliTAY training programme across Tayside resulted in 94
job outcomes in Dundee. The Activity Agreement programme had 103 positive outcomes (jobs,
training or further education).
We also had 37 Modern Apprenticeship new starts throughout the last year and 15 new
Graduate Apprenticeships. Another cohort of 7 are due to start in October 2019. The aim of our
apprenticeships is to create our workforce for the future with the right skillset and values.
The Youth Employability team also generated 48 additional jobs with Small to Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) through Scotland’s Employer Recruitment Incentive. This brings the total
number of positive employability outcomes and opportunities to 304. We will continue to invest
in our young workforce in the Council and in collaboration with others.
Dundee City Council has an ageing workforce with 39.80% (2760) of staff over the age of 50 and
8.38% (581) over the age of 60 as at 31 March 2019:-

We recognise that we have a number of employees who have caring responsibilities.
Demonstrating our commitment to supporting those with caring responsibilities, we have
achieved the new Carer Positive Award at the levels of Engaged and Established and we are
working towards achieving the Exemplary level. Care Experienced young people are also a focus
for us and we have added this category to our guaranteed job interview commitment and we
are looking at the academic qualifications for entry level posts and Modern Apprenticeships to
ensure we are not adding more barriers for these young people. Our role as Corporate Parents is
taken seriously and members of the Council Management Team and senior officers from service
areas regularly attend the Looked After Children’s Champions Board.

12
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Our Culture

6

The Council has set out our vision and values in the Council Plan and we
introduced Our People Charter setting out the values and behaviours expected
of our workforce to deliver positive outcomes for the citizens of Dundee.
All employees are expected to take ownership, focus on customers, deliver results, work flexibly
to respond to changing needs and treat everyone with dignity and respect. This helps us shape
our culture. We expect high standards from our employees and have policies, processes, systems
and guidance in place to support them, to celebrate their successes. It is our vision to embed
Support and Supervision, Employee Performance, Development and Review, team meetings into
our culture. Service and corporate messaging via OneDundee for our workforce without ready
access to the electronic messages is beginning to happen more routinely. We regularly survey
our employees for their views which has helped inform our management behaviours, learning
and organisation opportunities and helped with the content of our Communications Strategy. We
have an annual Outstanding Service and Commitment Awards ceremony and also Long Service
Awards Ceremony to recognise the achievements of our employees and the impact their work has
had on our communities. Our future workforce planning will consider how the Council will evolve
with greater focus on partnership with our communities and city partners, how we listen to our
workforce and how we ensure that our behaviours and leaders, managers and employees align
to our Council Values.
We are committed to our relationship with the trade unions, both at corporate and service level
with forums to discuss policy and practice and engage with employee representatives on any
change being planned. We have a shared commitment to local collective bargaining and through
membership on national associations via the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA)
e.g. SOLACE, SPDS, Directors of Finance etc, we influence national bargaining for conditions
of service and for pay reviews. Locally, we work in partnership with active participation in
Health and Wellbeing groups where the Health and Wellbeing Framework and action plan was
developed and is monitored link. Our Occupational Health Provider is also actively involved with
the group.
We have a strong health and safety culture with our performance regularly benchmarked with
others through health and safety networks and also within our Local Government Benchmarking
Framework family group. Each Service area ensures appropriate training is in place and there
is specific training and support offered to managers to ensure the culture is embedded. A
Council Annual Report is provided together with individual service area reports with action plans
attached which are monitored and reported on regularly. The trade unions are active on the
health and safety committees ensuring that the employee voice is heard.
As part of our drive towards engagement and communication, the ‘extranet’ is being
developed to ensure all employees can access council and employee information
on their own devices or on a device provided within their work base. As part
of the Digital Strategy, a network of Digital Champions has been engaged
to assist in upskilling the workforce on site or within a more formal
setting. With the impending introduction of Microsoft 365 as our digital
programme of choice, the role of the Digital Champion will increase
with more employees requiring support to utilise the tool effectively
which in turn can and will transform how we work as individuals and
teams, sharing and communicating information in different ways.
This will also impact on how and where we work in future.

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022
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Our Organisational Structure and
Workforce Planning

7

The Council is building strategies to support change and assist services to
better plan their workforce needs and develop talent.

The organisational structure is likely to continue to flatten and work across sectors, breaking
down traditional silos in future. This will help us to be more agile, make quicker decisions to
a changing business landscape and legislative change. Our enhanced approach to workforce
planning and organisational design with the introduction of an interactive workforce planning
tool and workshops, will align our workforce planning with our financial plans in the short,
medium and longer term as well as with the change programme and Changing for the Future
Model. This approach will also focus on ensuring that our customers and service users are at the
heart of what we do.

The Changing for the Future Model
S e r vic e D e sig
n
hip & C o m
s
r
m
e
tn
D i g it a l

r

is s

in partnership with others

ing

People
& Resources

io n

Pa

We design our services

making the best use of technology
and our people and resources

We know that we have further changes to make to our workforce, our practices and our culture to
make the most of opportunities and challenges as we plan for the future. Significantly the medium
to long term financial strategies continue to show a reduction in council funding, therefore we need
to plan services and the workforce required differently. A significant reduction in our employee
numbers is forecast and the tools now in place will assist services to use the data to help them plan.
This allows modelling to be undertaken of the workforce profile linked to the budget projections.
Work has already begun in many of the services in the Council to develop new flexible roles and
dynamic workplace approaches using change methodologies, service design and workforce
planning tools to improve outcomes for Citizens.
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Our Organisational Structure and Workforce Planning

Service Design and Workforce Case Study 1 Building Stronger and More Resilient Communities
Dundee City Council’s Community Learning & Development (CLD) Service want to offer a service
to adults from the most disadvantaged sections of the community to help improve life chances
and build stronger, more resilient communities. The Service Manager of CLD is keen to include
her team in the redesign of their service to achieve this. The remit of adult learning services has
changed in recent times and there is a need to address and establish what their role is as well
as find potential solutions which will enable them to engage with and respond to community
needs. There is also a need to create ways to help people to understand what adult learning
is, in order to support people and encourage those most in need to engage in CLD services,
whilst considering learners, workers, partners, reception staff and agencies’ understanding and
requirements.
Using a number of theories, research and service design methodologies with the support from
Learning and Organisational Development a range of tools were used to help stimulate and
encourage conversations leading to a collaborative redesign. This essential approach to the codesign process resulted in lots of ideas, creativity, communication and a sense of involvement
and ownership from CLD employees. The groups were thinking freely and building on each other’s
ideas and working towards solutions.
A number of actions to redesign the service have resulted. This will support the creation of
new approaches to roles and responsibilities and improve communication about their roles in
communities and other stakeholders.

Process Improvement
We use service design techniques
linked to our Digital Strategy
to transform how we perform
tasks. A specific example is
how we look at processes
integrating and automating them
with our software packages
e.g. using Resourcelink linked
to Firmstep as platforms
for process improvement,
making the administrative
processes simpler and quicker
for managers and individual
employees with less room for
error in data input. The ‘Leavers
Process’ is a recent example
of how we have improved our
compliance and productivity. As
headcount reduces, such process
improvements will take the place of current manual inputs.

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022
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Our Organisational Structure and Workforce Planning

Service Design and Workforce Case Study 2 Children and Families Service, Schools, Learning and Care Assistants
A review group was set up to consider the role of Additional Support Needs Assistants in order
to respond to the complex needs of some pupils in schools. The group identified the increasing
medical and health care needs of children entering into the education system. Some tasks are
very intimate and sensitive and required care protocols. Induction and mentoring for employees
carrying out these responsibilities, required a senior practitioner post to support and monitor
the daily operation of such duties. The Learning and Care Assistant role had a high employee
turnover and workforce planning was essential to ensure minimal impact for the children and
young people.
An interactive “mapping” system was created to look at improving the allocation and distribution
of Learning and Care Assistants. The system allowed employees to be deployed taking into
account geographical restrictions, needs of individual schools, learning and development
needs of employees and any external funding arrangements. This also resulted in a number
of employees undertaking a Professional Development Award (PDA) in Professional Support
Assistance, supporting them to remain in their current role and fully support the range of
complex learning and health needs of children and young people within Dundee schools.
The Learning & Organisational Development Service worked closely with managers from
Children & Families to create, develop and embed the system allowing more efficient workforce
planning. The system was a “live” resource and information could be updated often allowing for
continuous planning and improvements to take place. The trade unions welcomed the resource
and the learning and development programme for the Learning and Care Assistants allowing
them to gain information immediately and see how the data contributes to future planning. New
roles and career pathways have since developed.
In addition to this the system has allowed financial planning, information sharing, smoother
staffing changes and more recently the inclusion of other support staff posts creating a clear
broad picture of the current landscape within Dundee schools.
We have identified where there are hard to fill posts across service areas. Early Years and Social
Care have already been mentioned due to the competing supply and demand. Other areas where
there has been difficulty with recruitment and retention are:
•

Head Teachers and STEM teaching posts

•

Surveying

•

Engineering

•

Health and Safety

•

Social Work, particularly promoted posts

Strategies being deployed now and for the future to retain and recruit top talent are:–

16

•

focussing on our employee package including equalities compliance and benefits;

•

flexible working practices and patterns and family friendly policies to ensure a culture of
having a balance between life and work are proving an attraction for our current and future
workforce;

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022

Our Organisational Structure and Workforce Planning

An example of this is the feedback from a recent survey of our young workforce in terms of
young people’s perceptions of working in Local Government and their actual experiences i.e. it
is perceived as ‘an old person’s job and boring’ and the reality is that the vast majority have had
really positive experiences and describe it as ‘great, interesting, busy and varied.’ Therefore we
need to improve our brand and approach to recruitment and promote careers through digital
media and in schools.

great,
interesting,
busy and varied

•

we are a Living Wage Employer and will
continue to advocate for other employers in
the City to become accredited;

•

access to voluntary early retirement and
flexible retirement, where appropriate, to
help generate opportunities for succession
planning;

•

opportunities to obtain degree level qualifications in a number of areas e.g. IT, Business etc.

•

guaranteeing interviews for our care experienced young people;

•

modern apprenticeships – all MA frameworks have been linked to posts which helps easily
identify opportunities;

•

skills transfers – we are a Gold Award holder of the armed forces Employer Recognition
Award and will offer work experience opportunities for former service people and have a no
discrimination policy for the forces and their families;

•

seeking to generate opportunities for internal movement within the organisation with a move
towards generic or job family job profiles and internal recruitment as the norm in the first
instance;

•

encouraging secondment opportunities outwith the Council to develop skills and experience

•

ensuring that our health, safety and well-being practices meet the needs of our workforce.
This includes a refocussing of how we support absence issues in a more preventative way,
with access to counselling and physiotherapy as well as occupational health for preventative
and absence referrals. The management training in this area has also been redesigned with a
focus on ‘soft skills’ and creating a mentally healthy workplace.

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022
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8

Our Future Workforce
There are many features that will feel and be different from our current
workforce. Our new People and Workforce Strategy 2019-2022 ensures
that we will have a modern and flexible workforce for the future, providing
excellent services for the citizens of Dundee.

Our future workforce will:responsive to our customers
P• beandsmaller,
formed around service delivery and
partnership priorities, linked to our longer
term financial planning and the strategic
themes of our strategy – Equality and
Diversity, Enhancing our Leadership,
Managing our People and Developing our
People;
the skills and behaviours required and
P• have
a mind-set that embraces flexibility, distributed
leadership, partnership working, problem solving,
creative thinking, being change agents while also
having in-built resilience;

P

and demonstrate positive behaviours and values as outlined in the Council Plan
P• promote
and Our People Charter;
mobile technology to support flexibility and new ways of working including:P• utilise
• Use of smart phones, teleconferencing and video conferencing,
•

Accessing and sharing office applications, files, emails, the intranet and internet when
working from home or remotely,

•

Online meeting facilities and video calls

•

Accessing development activity, employee information etc. from their own device

P• remain innovative and creative with a culture of continuous improvement;
as empowered employees, involved in decision making and encouraged to take
P• work
ownership;
rewarded fairly with a pay and benefits package that supports Dundee City Council
P• beaspirations
to be a key employer of choice;
P• be advocates for the City Council as an employer of choice.

18
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Our Future Workforce

What does this mean?
Effective workforce planning is key to how we will attract, retain, develop and motivate our
employees. Rigorous recruitment practices are in place and will be strengthened to
ensure service managers consider each and every vacancy, looking at service need,
finance, service redesign and impact of delaying or non-filling posts before submitting
for approval. While workforce numbers will reduce, we will utilise our workforce planning
tools to target our resources at the Council priorities which will in turn be redesigned to be better,
more efficient and in accordance with our Digital Strategy. Full time contracts may reduce with
more part time and flexible ways of working adopted to suit differing service needs, property
rationalisation strategies and individual choice.
Developing our workforce, seeking to strengthen our redeployment and re-skilling methodologies
as part of our overall succession planning strategies will help us ensure our people make the best
use of their potential and ambition. Opportunities for stretch projects and increased exposure
to more collaborative projects and service areas e.g. secondments will be more common place,
using not only the technical skills of employees but developing new transferable skill sets which
work across traditional service and organisational boundaries. Opportunities to develop our
leadership capabilities further is key to this approach. New and emergent leadership qualities
will need to be deployed as working in the public sector and across collaborations becomes more
multifaceted. Commercial and commissioning skills will be required and the ability to be resilient
through change, whilst working in adaptive complex systems will require the commitment of
the whole team and the support and direction of inspirational leaders. Building on the current
Leadership Development Programmes including the Leading Team Dundee approach is vital to
future success.

We will engage in more innovative and regular ways with our workforce, using digital
technologies and regular pulse surveys and promoting the use of OneDundee as our main
communication tool. Our commitment to collective bargaining and working in partnership
with our trade unions remains key to how we engage with our workforce through their
representatives.
We will continue to look at the diversity of our workforce, adopting targeted approaches where
appropriate e.g. to address occupational segregation issues, encouraging applications from
younger citizens, BME citizens, seeking to ensure a fair gender balance in management roles,
strengthening our approach to our trans/non-binary employees and future workforce to ensure
inclusivity. We will also seek to develop ways of supporting an older workforce, as many more
employees seek to work longer.
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Delivering on Our
People & Workforce Strategy
This is a challenging time and more than ever before, we need to remain
ambitious if we are to successfully transform our organisation, our culture
and our workforce to deliver the changes we need to make.

•

The delivery of the Strategy is supported by the Elected Members in the Council. It is the
overall responsibility of the Dundee City Council Management Team to deliver on our strategy
which will be led and monitored by the Head of Service - Human Resources and Business
Support.

•

Our managers also have a responsibility to promote and deliver the priorities outlined in the
Strategy, principally ensuring that employees’ experience matches the commitments made in
the People Charter and our health and wellbeing framework.

•

Our employees have a role to play in supporting the delivery of the Strategy and the priorities
should be embedded in the way we all work.

•

Our trade unions have an important role to play in supporting the Strategy and working with
managers and employees to meet the standards required.

Our 4 Key Workforce Strategic Themes to deliver our
Strategy are:

Equality, Diversity &
Fairness

Managing
Our People

CULTURE
Enhancing
Our Leadership

20

Developing
Our People
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Equality, Diversity &
Fairness
We recognise the diversity of our people
as one of our key strengths and value the
range of knowledge, skills and experience
that they bring to our Council’s work.
Respecting each other and recognising
diversity are at the heart of our values.

Managing
Our People

CULTURE
Enhancing
Our Leadership

Developing
Our People

We believe that an inclusive workplace, where employees, Dundee citizens and our partners
are treated with dignity and respect is everyone’s responsibility. We survey our employees
regularly to help us understand how we are performing in the engagement, leadership
and communication with our employees; and to identify ways in which we could do better.
Our recruitment and human resource business processes will support the collation and
understanding of equalities information that we gather, alongside ensuring that there
is equality of opportunity and access to information relating to employment and the
development of our employees.

To ensure Equality, Diversity and Fairness, we will:
•

contribute to the bi-annual Equalities Mainstreaming Report;

•

continue to review and implement our Council employment framework to meet our duties
and obligations under equality legislative requirements; ensuring that they support our
people and the organisation;

•

monitor, analyse and provide regular reports of our workforce equality monitoring data to
help identify any underlying issues and help us to understand our employee needs;

•

ensure our employee terms and conditions package meets all fairness and equality
challenges and requirements;

•

provide access to employee information through the intranet and internet, implement
‘Self-Service’ and ‘My View’ to improve access for our employees and improve accuracy
and disclosure levels of equality information;

•

review our Human Resources Policies and Procedures regularly to ensure consistency and
fairness;

•

provide accessible and inclusive working environments for all our employees;

•

ensure any operational and process changes are implemented fairly;

•

ensure flexibility in our working practices which aid the inclusion of those with disabilities
or caring responsibilities;

•

work with our occupational health provider to support the health and wellbeing of our
workforce;

•

evaluate the results of the employee, culture and stress surveys and implement plans to
improve results;
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•

review and maintain the integrity of our pay and grading structure and terms and conditions
package and meet the commitments made in our equal pay agreement;

•

champion and advocate for fair work in Dundee and build on our commitment to adopt and
promote the living wage;

•

provide equality and diversity training for all employees.

The complexity of the public sector
environment that we are working in
will require effective leadership at all
levels to drive the transformational and
organisational change within the Council
and across our partnerships.

Equality, Diversity
& Fairness

Managing
Our People

CULTURE
Developing
Our People

Enhancing
Our Leadership

Clarity of direction, supporting and engaging with others whilst positively managing risk through
change, will be vital to ensuring a positive working environment for our employees. Our leaders
will take responsibility to ensure that our people continue to be customer focussed, motivated,
skilled, and confident as our services transform, including taking ownership of their own
development.
We have a strong reputation for investing in our leadership programmes in recent years in our
Council through graduate, undergraduate and vocational programmes.
Examples of Leadership Programmes/qualifications :

Leadership Programmes 2019

22

Participants			

Adaptive Leadership

15

Advanced Leadership

2

Leading Team Dundee

60

ILM2

13

Corporate Leadership Event

83

BA in Professional Development (year 3)

1

CIH Level 4 (Housing)

2

Housing Studies - PG Certificate

2

MSC Inclusive Education

1

Certificate HE Digital Learning Design

1

BEng (Hons) Builiding Services Engineering

1

Specialist Paralegal in Licensing Law

1

PG Cert Child Welfare and Protection

5

PG Cert Adult Services Support and Protection

2
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Adaptive and more specialist programmes will be built on to ensure professional and generic
leadership is enhanced at all levels in our Council to support our existing and new managers
to drive performance and support transformational change programmes. We firmly believe in
leading as a team in the Council and distributed leadership at all levels. In 2019 we introduced
the Leading Team Dundee Programme to connect leadership across the workforce.

To enhance leadership, we will:
•

equip our managers with the tools and new models to support change and support our
customers and employees through it;

•

encourage digital leadership within services;

•

ensure that leadership is further distributed throughout the organisation to build capacity
and resilience to meet future challenges;

•

combine the ethos of locality with commercial astuteness;

•

support managers to think and operate strategically alongside operational priorities;

•

continue to emphasise the importance of a performance improvement ethos in our managers’
everyday activity and with their teams;

•

embed workforce and succession planning into every day management activities, clearly
linked to performance improvement and to identify workforce gaps and surpluses;

•

encourage leadership in customer facing job roles;

•

promote citizen and community leadership;

•

invest in leadership programmes and qualifications to ensure an enabling and empowered
culture;

•

have clear leadership career pathways to develop and promote new and emerging managers
and leaders.

Our People and Workforce Strategy • 2019 - 2022
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Managing
Our People
As a Council we aspire to be an
employer of choice. We endeavour to
be clear and consistent about how we
create positive conditions for new and
existing employees.

Equality, Diversity
& Fairness

CULTURE
Enhancing
Our Leadership

Developing
Our People

New job opportunities, robust recruitment, selection and retention approaches, fair and
equitable terms and conditions of service, developing our talent, implementation of our family
friendly policies and managing underperformance are all essential to a healthy working life.
There is a strong performance culture in our Council. This will be enhanced by ensuring that high
performance is recognised and valued, particularly where people find new and better ways to
improve services and individual outcomes.
Supporting attendance will continue to be a priority for us in order to ensure service delivery
levels and minimise the impact of absenteeism on other employees. We will continue to develop
robust workable processes that ensure our employees are clear about what is expected of them
and how their performance and effectiveness will be measured.

To manage our people effectively, we will:

24

•

implement our People Charter;

•

implement our flexible working policies;

•

ensure an employee communication plan is in place to support organisational culture our
values and any change;

•

implement our health and well-being policy to promote enhanced employee benefits and
promote our Council as an employer of choice;

•

provide regular management information on workforce issues;

•

review and report on our Health and Safety Plan;

•

promote attendance at work;

•

reduce our sickness absence levels;

•

continue to reduce our accident at work statistics;

•

ensure our work patterns and inclusive policies and practices are well publicised and
supported;

•

support employees to be resilient and optimistic in times of challenge and change;

•

review and where practical streamline job roles, occupations and grades to improve our
performance and promote integrated working;

•

develop an employee conditions of service pay and grading structure that is realistic, fair and
equitable;
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•

address imbalances within the workforce by reskilling and deploying people to meet
changing needs;

•

continue to ensure our Learning and Organisational Development systems and processes are
applied fairly across services;

•

maximise the use of modern and digital technology to support our employees to work more
effectively;

•

empower individuals and teams to undertake and implement service design principles.

Customer expectations and
transformational change in
services will require continuous
changes in workforce deployment
and skills.

Equality, Diversity
& Fairness

Managing
Our People

CULTURE
Enhancing
Our Leadership

Developing
Our People
The right composition of the workforce is critical as the Council’s extensive change agenda
continues to redesign and modernise to meet changing customer expectations and needs,
service demands, financial challenges and more integrated ways of working. Investment in the
development of our people will be a key priority if we are to deliver personalised outcomes, coproduce with our communities and continue to strive for excellent, modern services.

To develop our people, we will:
•

undertake a baseline assessment on current skills and capacity and match with the strategic
objectives of the Council and our wider partnerships;

•

have a dynamic learning and development approach to support organisational change and
employee development;

•

develop our people effectively by offering personal and career development opportunities so
that they meet their full potential and aspirations;

•

ensure effective succession planning processes are in place for all employees;

•

continue with our ‘Reward and Recognition’ approach for individuals and teams;

•

increase workforce skills and knowledge in areas of customer service, co-production, and
personalised approaches;

•

have effective Employee Performance & Development Reviews and support meetings in place;

•

develop career routes and pathways to support all our employees to make full use of their
potential and talents;

•

be efficient in the use of all resources;

•

deliver development programmes which will support our employees through change, e.g.
Digital learning, commercial and commissioning skills and coaching and mentoring.
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The table and chart below shows a breakdown of post titles vacated by staff (leavers) in the
12 month period ending 31 July 2019. These posts have the highest turnover and may indicate
potential redeployment opportunities for staff in the future. Dundee City Council support initiatives
of programmes which encourage current staff to retrain into some of these areas as detailed below:•

Learn to Teach

•

Health & Social Care Academy

•

Grown your own Social Workers

•

Early Years

•

Modern Apprenticeship Frameworks

Post Title					
						
Teacher

79

Social Care Worker

33

Probationer Teacher Placement

21

Social Care Officer

21

Primary Early Years Support Assistant

19

Learning & Care Assistant

19

Clerical Assistant

14

Social Worker

12

Principal Teacher

10

Early Years Educator

10

Domestic Assistant

9

Health & Wellbeing Assistant

9

Early Years Support Assistant

8

Early Years Practitioner

8

Grand Total

26

Number of Leavers

272
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10

We have identified a number of things we must do over 2019 - 2022 to
deliver on our strategic themes and outcomes.

We won’t do these activities in isolation, linking with our financial and digital strategies to ensure
we have a ‘One Council’ approach to achieving outcomes. Each year, we will create an Action
Plan that clearly sets out what we will do in that year. Targets will be agreed and monitored on
our performance system, Pentana. This keeps the Workforce Strategy ‘alive’ and lets us shape
specific actions, developing or revisiting aspects as things emerge over this challenging period.
Some of the things we will do will build and enhance what we are already doing, and some are
new. However, the changes that we must make and the reasons for these will not be unexpected.
The Human Resources and Business Support Division of Corporate Services (HR&BS) has a
key role in enabling delivery of the Our People and Workforce Strategy. HR&BS has a strategic
function and will act as ‘change agent’, as well as providing a professional operational support
to Executive Directors, Heads of Service and managers across the Council. The delivery of the
Strategy is a shared responsibility, reflecting our culture of collaboration, local-level ownership
and responsiveness. We will work with our trades unions, engage with our workforce, and involve
others as appropriate to make this happen.
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1.3 Improve
accessibility to
our self-service
systems, including
intranet, internet,
MyView and
MyLearning Hub for
all employees

1.2 Review our
employment
process and
employee benefits
including equality
and fairness
measures

Working in partnership with
the Trade Unions agree
and implement a Managing
Workforce change policy

1.1 A planned and
fair approach to
workforce change

Communicate what resources
or venues to access systems are
available and where.

Ensure that all employees can
access our self-service systems.

Review of policy and practice
including a focus on our ‘brand’
as a key employer of choice

Ensure our employee terms
and conditions package meets
all fairness and equality
challenges and requirements

Monitor the effects of the
Managing Workforce change
policy and review approaches
as required.

How we will deliver

What we will Deliver

Equality, Diversity & Fairness

2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Our time frame for delivery
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More use of social media will be
evident.

Key changes implemented over
2019/2020 resulting in more
employees having access and
increased use of the intranet/
extranet.

Ongoing consultation and
development of workforce change
and implementation plan over
2019/2022 period with the impact
evident in subsequent years; Impact
evident through equal pay audits and
the Council Mainstreaming report;

Monitor the implementation and
changes 2020 and beyond i.e.
increasing the flexibility of the
workforce; increasing the digital
skills of our workforce; reviewing our
recruitment policy; improving our
redeployment practices;

Consultation and negotiation with
the trade unions on the new policy
2019/20

Responsible
When Change will be evident
officer

Measuring Our Progress

1.5 Review our Health
and Wellbeing
framework

1.4 Carry out our
employee survey
adopting varied
methodologies
to encourage
response

Act upon the results

Issue pulse surveys to check
mood on specific issues.
Use results from themed
employee survey to review the
framework

Continue with themed surveys.

Receive updates from managers
on actions taken.

Issue the results to all
employees.

Issue themed surveys on
quarterly basis.

Improved health and wellbeing
results from surveys and a focus on
improved attendance and reduction
in mental health absence.

Improvements monitored and impact
assessed in 2021/22;

Review 2020/2021

Pulse surveys become a regular tool
to assess the mood of the workforce
on particular issues.

Impact/improvement evident in
subsequent years;

Results actioned in 2019/2020;

Measuring Our Progress
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2.3

Greater
opportunities
to work across
service boundaries
by creating more
generic role
profiles

2.2 Senior Leadership
Programme
developed to focus
on key challenges
e.g. resilience,
leading change,
Child and Adult
Protection and
the wider City
and regional
improvement
opportunities
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Set up a working group to
maintain the themed set of
generic role profiles

Review skills and capacity
levels in services

Create and agree generic role
profiles through consultation
with services and unions

Review impact through
employee survey/pulse
surveys.

Deliver Leadership events on
agreed themes.

Ensure that themes support
council goals, e.g. cross service
working.

Promote LTD through Yammer
and other media.

2.1

Develop the
Leading Team
Dundee brand
encouraging
uptake of the
opportunities

How we will deliver

What we will Deliver

Enhancing Our Leadership
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Our time frame for delivery

Begin work 2019. Impact 2020/22.

Attendance at events and ongoing
engagement in key actions agreed
from each event. Feedback from
employees on staff surveys and pulse
surveys. Impact following the results
2019/20.

Greater uptake from employees
across Services evident; greater cross
service and partnership working
within the City evident. Impact
2020/22.

Responsible
When Change will be evident
officer

Measuring Our Progress

Consistent and fair
implementation
of our workforce
policies
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Flexible and agile
approach to work
and working
practices

Act upon the results of the
review to support agile and
flexible working
Roll out the extranet

Monitor that support and
supervision is being carried out
Review current status of
flexible agile approaches being
used, e.g. home working,
7:10 desk ratios in place, agile
working supported by digital
equipment.

Get agreement that support
and supervision will be a
council practice.

Continue to engage and
consult our trade unions on
policies.
Develop an internal job market

Monitor HR data, e.g. number
of grievances, number of
tribunals that were in our
favour.

How we will deliver

3.5

Strengthen 2-way
communication
within and across
service areas
Review ways to increase
3.6 Mechanisms for
celebrating success awareness of service success in
the Council.

3.4

3.2 Succession
planning exercises
linked to corporate
and service
objectives
3.3 Regular support
and supervision
practices

3.1

What we will Deliver

Managing Our People
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Our time frame for delivery

Communication process and practice
changed and improved using a
variety of mediums

Full impact of strategy 2022;

Communication strategy is in place.
Improved engagement with our
workforce 2020/2021

Links to the Digital and Property
strategies will be evident.

Work has begun on this. Impact 2020
then full impact 2022;

Improvement in feedback via surveys
on management communication with
individuals and teams.

Key changes implemented early 2020
and full impact 2021/22;

Change and/or reduction in
recruitment requests being made

Key changes will be implemented
2019/20 and impact 2021/22;

Database of policies with review
timetable held on our electronic data
management system.

Constant review and impact
throughout the work of this strategy
to 2022.

Responsible
When Change will be evident
officer

Measuring Our Progress
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Work with services to plan
their workforce development
requirements through EPDR
processes and meeting
regarding service priorities.

Learning and
Development
opportunities
linked to our
future workforce
aspirations

Enhance and
increase the
digital skills of the
workforce

Consistent
implementation
of Employee
Performance and
Development
Review Framework;
including the
identification of
skills gaps and
learning and
development needs

Development of
a coaching and
mentoring culture

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4
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Promote our coaching and
mentoring opportunities in a
variety of ways, including the
benefits to the individual and
team’s succession planning.

Develop a skills register to
enable team discussions on
skills gaps.

Promote simplified EPDR forms
and process which include
learning and development
needs to identify skills gaps
etc.

Consider the potential of
Office 365 to change working
practices and create a plan for
implementation.

Based on the identified skills
gaps, work with the digital
champions to skill people up.

How we will deliver

What we will Deliver

Developing Our People
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Our time frame for delivery

Coaching and Mentoring will become
embedded in culture

Throughout the life of the strategy.
Impact 2020/ 2021;

Skills identified

Work has commenced. Impact in
2021.

Introduction of Office 365 and change
to working practices emerging.

Increased engagement with Digital
Champions;

Ongoing throughout the
implementation of the Digital and
People and Workforce Strategy;

Improved feedback from services
and individuals from supervision and
EPDR processes.

Plan in place by 2020 and
implemented 2020/22;

Responsible
When Change will be evident
officer

Measuring Our Progress

4.5

Get feedback from inductees
on the quality of the induction
and its outcome for them.

Implement ‘managers’
induction

Improved induction Implement ‘onboarding’
at all stages of
module
employment to and
within the Council Support service specific
induction
Introduction of Onboarding Module
to enhance the induction experience
for new employees.

Impact 2019/2022. Work is being
done in services currently;

Measuring Our Progress
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Our Workforce Statistics

11

Dundee City Council employ 5267 staff excluding teaching staff as at 31 July 2019 across 7
service areas as detailed below:-

Dundee City Council has an ageing workforce with 44.58% (2348) of staff over the age of 50 and
10.25% (540) over the age of 60:-
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Dundee City Council employ 1556 teaching staff as at 31 July 2019 across several divisions in
Children & Families Service as detailed below:-

The percentage of staff turnover for the 12 month period ending 31 July 2019 is 8.03% with 548
staff leaving as detailed below:-
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Our Workforce Statistics

The age profile of leavers shows that 46.35% of leavers are over the age 50 as detailed below:-

The percentage of staff turnover for the 12 month period ending 31 July 2019 is 8.16% with 127
staff leaving as detailed by section in Children & Families below:-
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The percentage of new staff coming into the Council for the 12 month period ending 31 July 2019 is
6.96% with 475 staff starting in the services detailed below. There were approximately 100 new
starts in August 2019, which returned the total staff employed to over 6,900:-

The breakdown of new starts age profile shows that 89.47% of new starts are age 50 or under.
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Our People Charter
What you can expect from our Council
We will:
• Act with integrity, respect, openness and transparency;
• Value diversity, promoting fairness and equality of opportunity;
• Promote a culture of pride in working for a high performing Council;
• Value your contribution and celebrate your success;
• Engage, involve and support you through change;
• Recognise and reward the work you do;
• Promote your wellbeing within a healthy and safe workplace;
• Consult with our trade unions and professional associations on workforce matters.

Our Managers will lead by example, encouraging
and supporting you. You can expect:
• Clarity on your role, responsibilities and standards of performance;
• Regular and constructive feedback on how you, your team and service are doing;
• Participation in Employee Performance and Development Review;
• To be listened to.

What we ask of you:
• Be dynamic and responsive to changing customer needs and expectations;
• Value difference and treat people with dignity and respect;
• Apply our core values of fairness and equality, and pride in our city in your everyday
work;
• Work flexibly and be open to changing circumstances, remain aspirational,
ambitious and optimistic, offering solutions and ideas;
• Take opportunities to learn and develop yourself to stay motivated, talented,
competent and skilled;
• Attend work and adhere to the employee policies and procedures and
professional codes of practice;
• Recognise the needs of the whole city and our whole Council through team
work and partnership with others.
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It is through

OUR PEOPLE

that we will REALISE
our AMBITION to be a

WORLD CLASS CITY
and ensure POSITIVE
OUTCOMES for the
PEOPLE of DUNDEE
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www.dundeecity.gov.uk
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